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Abstract

We derive optimal statistical decision rules for discrete choice problems when the decision
maker is unable to discriminate among a set of payo↵ distributions. A leading example is
treatment assignment under partial identification, where observational studies may be used
to bound—but not point-identify—the average treatment e↵ect. In this decision problem,
the decision maker must confront both model uncertainty (about the identity of the true
payo↵ distribution) and statistical uncertainty (the set of payo↵ distributions must be
estimated from data). We derive e�cient-robust decision rules which minimize maximum
risk or regret over the set of payo↵ distributions and which use the data to learn e�ciently
about features of the set of payo↵ distributions germane to the choice problem. Using a
limits of experiments framework, we show that e�cient-robust decision rules are (i) optimal
under average maximum risk and regret criteria and (ii) can dominate seemingly natural
alternatives.
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